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Optional ‘Photo Eye’
Allows the garage door to automatically 
reverse when its sensory light beam is 
broken by an obstruction.

COLOURS

Please note: All colours shown on this chart are a guide only. The limitations of printing processes make extremely accurate matches impossible. We strongly recommend comparing your 
choice with actual samples. Additionally, Steel-Line reserves the right to vary or remove colours without notice. 
^ Not available for roller doors or smooth finish in Ranch, Heritage and Flatline sectional doors..
# Only available in a smooth finish and in the Slimline and Glacier sectional door profile.
* Premium colours at premium pricing.  Perisher White is only available for roller doors and woodgrain sectional doors. Classic Cedar® and Caoba® are only available for woodgrain sectional 
doors.

A small additional investment for greater convenience

Fit your Strut-LockTM wind rated sectional door with a specially 
designed automatic opener for safe and hassle free entry and 
exit from your garage or shed.

All of our openers are engineered to the highest standards 
ensuring easy operation, optimum performance, long life and 
peace of mind.

•  Compliant to Australian and New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 

60335-2-95

•  Soft start / stop function to ensure smooth and quiet door 

operation

•  Courtesy lighting illuminates your garage when the opener is 

activated.

•  Manual Release: in case of power failure you can simply activate 

the manual release to open your garage door.

•  Safety Auto Reverse System: door immediately stops and reverses 

when it comes into contact with an object. 

•  Remote handsets and wireless wall button

•  5 year motor warranty / 2 year electronics warranty

Powerhead

Optional Wireless Keypad

can be programmed with up to twelve 
user codes, so you can leave your keys 

at home with the peace of mind. 

OPENERS

Optional Battery Backup

provides an energy supply in 
the event of a power cut.

QUALITY FEATURES
Strong Hinges
Steel-Line uses hinges made of robust 
plastic for superior strength, quieter 
and trouble free operation.

Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
To increase strength in the lower 
part of the garage door and add extra 
protection.

Finger Proof Safety
Our sectional doors feature a curved 
finger proof joint for added safety.

Proudly distributed by:

More than 70 Dulux colours also available. Please inquire about availability. 

2 x Three Channel Key Ring Transmitters 
1 x Wall Mounted Transmitter

COPPER                     LUSTRE                     BRONZE                    PLATINUM                 TITANIUM                   CORK                        RUSTIC

ARIESTM                     ASTROTM                    CELESTIANTM             COSMICTM                                GALACTICTM               RHEATM              

AMERICAN OAK        WEATHERED TIMBER  SILKY OAK                CASUARINA             WESTERN RED CEDAR IRONBARK              KWILA                   

BUSH CHERRY         CHESTNUT               MERBAU                   JARRAH                    WENGE           

MATT FINISH RANGE ^

SURFMIST®               SHALE GREYTM  DUNE®                  BASALTTM                MONUMENT®

RENDERED FINISH#

LIMESTONE                 LAVA                          MOSAIC

MANOR RED®            TERRAIN®                  JASPER®                  SANDBANK® PAPERBARK®             CLASSIC CREAMTM     EVENING HAZE®    

DUNE®                  SHALE GREYTM                 SURFMIST® WINDSPRAY®             WALLABYTM               BUSHLAND® COVETM  

GULLYTM                 BASALT TM                              IRONSTONE®              PALE EUCALYPT®      WILDERNESS®           COTTAGE GREEN®      MANGROVETM     

WOODLAND GREY® DEEP OCEAN®           MONUMENT® NIGHT SKY®                

METALLIC RANGE#

CLASSIC RANGE

PERISHER WHITE      CLASSIC CEDAR®       CAOBA®

PREMIUM COLOURS*

Optional Secura-Lock

provides enhanced security and 
peace of mind. 

 Post free up to 5500mm width
 Tested by JCU
 Stronger, safer, lighter

NEW 2018 PRODUCT LAUNCH



Superior strength and rigidity are qualities of the unique design of the Strut-LockTM wind rated 
sectional door, suitable for high wind or cyclonic locations. 

As the largest point of entry, your garage door offers the greatest threat for high-pressure destruction during a cyclone. 

If you live in high wind and cyclonic areas, it’s necessary to choose a garage door that will withstand the particular stresses it may be subject to 
and minimise the potential damage to your home.

Steel-Line’s new Strut-LockTM wind rated garage door has been engineered to the highest standard and tested at the James Cook University 
Cyclone Testing Station against the wind loading requirements of AS/NZS 4505-2012.

The Strut-LockTM door is post free, incorporating the use of heavy duty struts, robust commercial hinges, top brackets in combination with a 
unique stile reinforcement to provide maximum resistance to forces exerted by cyclonic and high winds.

For a door size over 5500mm wide or 2850mm high, or to meet the C3 or C4 wind classification, the Wind Brace design is the best 
option, which features removable steel wind brace post(s) that are installed on the garage door once a cyclone warning is received. 
It takes about 2-5 minutes to install and tools are not required. This feature can significantly enhance wind resistance up to C4 wind 
rating whilst still ensuring a smooth door operation.

NEW Strut-LockTM 
Wind Rated Sectional Door
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Back of the Strut-LockTM Sectional Door

Heavy duty and reinforced hardware throughout product

Wind Classification
AS4055-2012 is based on a ten-band 
wind classification system: N1 to N6 for 
non-cyclonic Region A & Region B; and C1 
to C4 for cyclonic Region C & Region D. 
Higher classifications handle higher wind 
speeds.

Location Classification
Cyclonic Classification: 

       Region C             Region D

Non-cyclonic Classification:

       Region A             Region B

Refer to the AS4055-2012, FIGURE  2.1 BOUNDARIES 

OF REGIONS A, B, C AND D for more information.

Door size and wind Classification

Choose from the stylish Ranch, Heritage, Slimline, Glacier or Flatline designs.

 ; Post free for widths up to 5500mm, meaning you will not have to lift heavy posts, prepare in advance or have a base plate on your 
driveway.

 ; Engineered to ensure superior strength and durability with large struts on the back of the door and double end stiles.

 ; Stringently tested at James Cook University under static and cyclonic conditions, surpassing the wind load requirements of AS/NZS 
4505-2012.

 ; Made from Australian BlueScope steel and heavy-duty hardware.

 ; Quieter operation due to robust plastic hinges. 

 ; Lighter making it easy to install and easier for manual operation if required.

 ; Suitable for most applications due to unique top bracket allowing for low-headroom situations (as little as 300mm).

 ; Form 15’s and Section 40’s available for building certifiers.

 ; Available in a wide range of colours and styles with a variety of design options.

TF: Textured finish.             SF: Smooth finish.          # Windows can only be fitted to Ranch or Heritage designs in standard Colorbond® colours.               

* Smooth finish Slimline and Flatline are only available for the Savannah range.

Ranch#  (TF)    Heritage#  (TF)         Slimline  (SF* or TF)                Glacier  (SF or TF)         Flatline  (TF)       

A sleek and contemporary 
design that adds to the 
appeal of any modern home.

A minimalist, contemporary 
design that adds huge street
appeal to any home.

A modern slatted design
which can be supplied with 
both a standard wood grain 
and a smooth finish.

A rectangular design that 
complements the look of 
any new or renovated home. 
This door looks great with a 
customised window panel.

A traditional design that 
is popular among colonial 
and country style homes. 
Window panels can be
added to this door to add
to its appeal.

Why choose Strut-LockTM?
Large struts and double end stiles Heavy duty hardware GARAGE DOOR
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